Do more with
Microsoft Teams
Industry trends
97%

97% of employees and executives believe lack of alignment
within a team impacts the outcome of a task or project.1

72%

Research by the IDC in 2015 predicted 72% of workers
would be working remotely by 2020. And in practice
COVID-19 has driven figures up significantly recently. 2

80%

80% of employees’ time is spent collaborating.3

59%

59% of workers are unsatisfied with meetings,
and 57% feel meetings are unproductive.4

57%

Business pains

Many chat and
communication tools
aren’t searchable and lack
persistent threads.

Co-authoring files via
email attachment can lead
to errors, duplication, and
version-control issues.

Teams are stressed and
unsatisfied by meetings,
which are often difficult
to schedule, longer
than planned, and
unproductive.

Team members often
need to jump between
chat, calls, and face-toface meetings, but lack the
tools to do so seamlessly
and transparently.

Support both private and
channel meetings in more
productive, real-time
meetings with: Highdefinition audio, web,
and video conferencing,
and presentation and
application sharing.

Connect with anyone
through phone systems.
Take advantage
of advanced call
management, including
call routing, auto
attendant, and reporting.

Why Microsoft Teams?
Chat

Collaborate

Meetings

Calling

Proof points

Communicate through
threaded and persistent
chat with additional
features. With Teams, you
can chat, call, and meet
across devices, including
mobile, and you can share
files while chatting.

Streamline collaboration
and improve teamwork.
Search for content, files,
and people, and track
project chats, notes, files,
and meetings all in one
place.

Talk to us about Teams
If you think Teams could benefit your business contact us on 01383 722 225. Or
download our ebook to learn more.
Download now
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